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ACTIONABLE BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY

The quickest & easiest way
to create expense reports
Construction/Building Industry: ABUKAI streamlines projects, frees up
workers and bookkeeping time, and enables fast, transparent billing.
ABUKAI provides a great way to keep track of receipts and invoices that construction
staff receives, and significantly streamlines the process for bookkeepers.
The ABUKAI Expenses mobile application is easy to use even for staff not as familiar
with technology. Construction workers can easily utilize the service even on site,
without having to key in information or logging on with passwords. ABUKAI eliminates
all the cumbersome work associated with creating expense reports including typing
data from receipts, and categorizing expenses.
Step 1. Simply take a picture of each receipt while on site, at a store or in the office.
Step 2. Press “Submit” whenever you are ready.
Users will receive their finished expense report with cost categorization, date, vendor,
amount and all the other information already filled in. In only 2 steps! Expense reports
can also be immediately forwarded to central bookkeeping or finance teams for
review, processing and billing to clients. ABUKAI also offers the ability to easily tag
expenses with job codes, workorder numbers, services requests or similar codes.
Instead of having to manually enter each expense entry, with ABUKAI Expenses, users
only need to take a picture of the receipt anywhere they go. Staff does not have to
carry around special equipment or a laptop. They simply need a standard Android,
iPhone or BlackBerry mobile device that they usually already have with them anyhow.
ABUKAI can also directly integrate with backend accounting, construction industry
applications, and job or service management systems.
Case Example: MDK Construction is a construction company focusing on projects
in the Toronto area in Canada. Mitch Kleinstein runs the
custom home building business. Having started his career
building decks and fences at the age of 16, Mitch moved
on to building custom homes and doing renovations in
some of Toronto’s finest areas. Each project is managed
with an attention to detail across the team. Tracking
construction invoices and expenses and project budgets
is essential. The firm makes a lot of small transactions each day. MDK Construction
has been utilizing ABUKAI to track all the expenses and invoices, and complete the
resulting expense reports.
“Abukai has been a life saver for keeping track of all the receipts and invoices
that my team receives daily. What was once a paperwork nightmare is now
an accounting dream. My bookkeeper’s time is much more efficiently spent
on other tasks, which makes her happy as well. And for anyone who may
not be as proficient using a smart phone, you don’t need to be a rocket
scientist to use this app. If you can take a picture, you can use Abukai just as
well. It’s the best productivity app for my business, hands down.”
Mitch Kleinstein
Owner
MDK Construction
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